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Abstract Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technologies have a promising application prospect. It is necessary to use digital signature schemes to protect the integrity and authentication of messages in the UAV
networks. According to the characteristics of UAV networks, digital signature schemes should solve the problems of digital certificate management and key escrow, guarantee the real-time performance of UAV executing
commands, and ensure that only the designated verifier can verify the signature. Therefore, we proposed
a certificateless designated verifier proxy signature (CLDVPS) scheme which meets the requirements. We
proved our signature scheme is existentially unforgeable under an adaptive chosen message attack in the
random oracle model and compared the efficiency of our signature scheme with other signature schemes.
We implemented these signature schemes in jPBC to obtain the computing time and theoretically analyzed
signature length of these signature schemes. The analysis results indicate that our CLDVPS scheme is more
efficient than most of other related signature schemes on computation costs and also efficient on communication costs.
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1

Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has been widely used in many applications with the development of
UAV technology. A UAV is low cost and has good maneuverability and flexible use. We informally classify
UAVs into three categories according to the degree of autonomy, namely, UAVs under the control of remote
operator, UAVs under the supervision of remote supervisor, and UAVs without operator and supervisor.
The third type of UAVs does not require real-time control or supervision. It is equipped with sensors
and onboard computers. The sensors monitor changes in the internal and external conditions in real time
and the onboard computers respond to these changes. When a commander issues missions, the UAV will
automatically complete the missions. It can perform tasks, such as surveillance and reconnaissance, for a
long time without considering the operator or supervisor fatigue. It has better autonomy and availability.
Therefore, the UAVs in this paper mainly refer to the third type of UAVs.
A UAV network usually refers to a network with UAV applications as its core, which has some characteristics, such as high mobility, dynamic topology, intermittent link, power constraints, and changing link
quality [1]. A UAV network may include UAVs, a command center, satellites, ground control stations,
and mobile command vehicles. It is illustrated as Figure 1. A UAV belongs to a command center which
has the highest command authority for UAVs. The entities with authority to command UAV are called
command stations, such as command centers, satellites, and ground control stations. When a command
station wants to send commands to direct UAVs to perform tasks, it needs to prove that the commands
have not been tampered and are from an authorized command station. It usually uses a digital signature
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scheme to protect the integrity and authentication of commands. A command station computes the
signature of command and sends {command, signature} to the UAV. After receiving the message, the
UAV will verify the signature and confirm the integrity and authentication of the command. Afterwards,
it decides whether to execute the command.
1.1

Problem statement

Most of digital signature schemes are based on digital certificates, while certificate authority (CA) ensures
the correlation between public key and user’s identity. A CA manages digital certificates and maintains
a certificate revocation list (CRL). When there are a large number of users, the costs of managing
certificates by CA and users will be huge. A CA needs to update CRL in time and send the latest CRL
to UAVs. However, it is difficult for UAVs to receive the latest CRL in time because of intermittent link
and changing link quality of UAV networks. Hence, a public key infrastructure (PKI) architecture based
on CA is difficult to adapt to the characteristics of UAV networks. It is necessary to design a digital
signature scheme without digital certificate to protect authentication and integrity in the UAV networks.
Some researchers proposed identity-based digital signature schemes. However, a key generation center
(KGC) knows the private keys of all users in an identity-based digital signature scheme. If an adversary
obtains the user’s private key from KGC, or if KGC uses the user’s private key without authorization,
the user will be impersonated to sign. It inevitably generates key escrow problem. To solve this problem,
some researchers proposed certificateless digital signature schemes which do not have digital certificate
management problems and key escrow problems.
A UAV has longer flight distance and executes remote missions in some cases, which results in that
UAVs may be far away from command center and have longer communication delay, or even be completely
incapable of communicating with the command center. If a UAV cannot receive and verify command in
time, it may fly away from the target. When the UAV wants to execute this command, it will have to
approach the target again, which wastes the power of UAV. Therefore, it is necessary to guarantee the
real-time performance of executing commands by UAVs. In order to ensure a UAV executes commands
in time, a command center may authorize other entities which are close to the UAV as agents. These
agents can temporarily command the UAV. For example, the command center authorizes a ground control
station (GCS) as an agent and the GCS directly issues commands to a UAV, which can be implemented
by a proxy signature scheme.
An adversary can eavesdrop on the messages exchanged among UAVs and command stations and verify
the signatures. It can confirm the next tasks of UAV and prepare in advance. Hence, it is necessary to
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ensure that the signature can only be verified by the designated verifier, namely, the UAV. It can satisfy
this requirement by using a designated verifier signature scheme.
In summary, we have drawn the following conclusions through above analysis.
• It needs to use a certificateless signature scheme to solve the problems of digital certificate management and key escrow.
• It needs to use a proxy signature scheme to guarantee the real-time performance of UAV executing
commands.
• It needs to use a designated verifier signature scheme to ensure that only the designated verifier can
verify the signature.
Therefore, we propose a certificateless designated verifier proxy signature (CLDVPS) scheme for UAV
networks to meet these requirements.
1.2

Our contributions

In this paper, we propose a CLDVPS scheme and analyze it. Our contributions mainly include:
(1) We analyze the requirements of digital signature scheme for UAV networks.
(2) We propose a CLDVPS scheme to meet the requirements of digital signature scheme for UAV
networks. Our CLDVPS scheme can solve the problems of certificate management and key escrow. It
can delegate a proxy signer to compute signatures of a message on behalf of original signer, which helps
to guarantee the real-time performance of UAV executing commands. It also ensures that only the
designated verifier can verify the signature.
(3) We analyze the security of our CLDVPS scheme in the random oracle model. The results indicate
that our scheme has existential unforgeability under an adaptive chosen message attack (EUF-CMA).
(4) We implement our CLDVPS scheme and other related signature schemes by using jPBC and obtain
experiment data. We also compare the signature length of these signature schemes. The analysis indicates
that our scheme is more efficient than most of other related signature schemes on computation costs and
also efficient on communication costs.
1.3

Organization of the remainder paper

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we mainly review some certificateless digital
signature schemes. In Section 3, we introduce some necessary preliminaries. We propose the CLDVPS
scheme for UAV networks in Section 4. Afterwards, we analyze the security and efficiency of our CLDVPS
scheme in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2

Related work

In a digital signature scheme, every user has a pair of public key and private key. A signer uses its private
key to generate a digital signature, while a verifier uses the public key of signer to verify this signature.
In such a digital signature scheme, it must ensure the authenticity and validity of user’s public key. The
traditional solution is to use a PKI. However, the management and maintenance of public key certificate
library require a large number of computation, communication and storage costs. In 1984, Shamir
proposed the identity-based cryptography, which avoids using and verifying certificate in the traditional
PKI to solve the problem of user’s public key authenticity [2]. However, there is inevitably an inherent
flaw in such a system, namely, the problem of private key escrow. The concept of certificateless public
key cryptography was proposed by Al-Riyami and Paterson [3]. A certificateless public key cryptography
does not require public key certificate and solves the problem of private key escrow in an identity-based
cryptography.
Al-Riyami and Paterson proposed the first certificateless signature scheme but they did not provide a
formal security analysis for the scheme. Huang et al. [4] analyzed this signature scheme and considered
it cannot resist public key replacement attacks. He et al. [5], Wang et al. [6], and Karati et al. [7]
respectively proposed certificateless signature schemes without bilinear pairing and analyzed their security
in the random oracle model. Yeh et al. [8] proposed a certificateless signature scheme for smart objects
in the Internet-of-Thing (IoT) environments. Jia et al. [9] analyzed the certificateless signature scheme
proposed by Yeh et al. and pointed out there are two shortcomings. In this scheme, an adversary
can impersonate the key generation center to issue partial private keys. Moreover, this scheme cannot
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resist public key replacement attacks. Afterwards, Jia et al. [9] proposed an improved certificateless
signature scheme and proved it is secure in the random oracle model. Deng et al. [10] proposed an
efficient certificateless signature scheme in the standard model. Du et al. [11] introduced outsourced
computation into certificateless signature scheme and proposed an outsourced revocable certificateless
signature scheme which outsources revocation functionality to a cloud server. It has been proved that the
scheme is secure under the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP). Karati et al. [12] proposed
a lightweight certificateless signature scheme for industrial Internet of Things (IIoT).
Mambo et al. [13] proposed the proxy signature scheme. Jakobsson et al. [14] proposed the concept
of designated verifier signature scheme in 1996. A designated verifier signature scheme provides authentication, but does not provide non-repudiation. The signature in the designated verifier signature
scheme can only be verified by the designated verifier. Some researchers proposed certificateless proxy
signature (CLPS) scheme, certificateless designated verifier signature (CLDVS) scheme, and CLDVPS
scheme. Chen et al. [15] proposed a provably secure CLPS scheme. Zhang et al. [16, 17] proposed two
CLPS schemes. Seo et al. [18] proposed an efficient CLPS scheme with provable security. He et al. [19]
proposed a CLPS scheme without pairing and proved it is secure in the random oracle model. Padhye
and Tiwari [20] proposed a CLPS scheme with message recovery based on ECDLP. It is proved secure
in the random oracle model. However, Shi et al. [21] showed that it is not secure against Type I adversary. Lu and Li [22] proposed a provably secure CLPS scheme in the standard model. Huang et
al. [23] and Chen et al. [24] proposed CLDVS schemes and proved the schemes are secure in the random
oracle model, respectively. Du and Wen [25] proposed a CLDVS scheme and a CLDVPS scheme. Xiao
et al. [26] proposed a certificateless strong designated verifier signature scheme and proved it is secure
in the random oracle model. He and Chen [27] proposed an efficient CLDVS scheme without bilinear
pairing and proved it is secure in the random oracle model. Lin [28] defined a formal security model of
strong signer ambiguity against key-compromise attacks (SSA-KCA) for certificateless strong designated
verifier signature scheme and proposed a signature scheme which meets the SSA-KCA and EUF-CMA
security.

3
3.1

Preliminaries
Bilinear pairing

Let G1 be an additive cyclic group with prime order q and G2 be a multiplicative cyclic group with the
same order q. A generator of G1 is P . A map e : G1 × G1 → G2 is a bilinear pairing if it meets the
following requirements:
• Bilinearity: e(aP, bQ) = e(P, Q)ab for all P, Q ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zq∗ .
• Non-degeneracy: It exists P, Q ∈ G1 such that e(P, Q) 6= 1.
• Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to compute e(P, Q) for all P, Q ∈ G1 .
3.2

Complexity assumptions

Definition 1 (Computational bilinear Diffie-Hellman (CBDH) problem). Given P, aP, bP, cP ∈ G1 for
unknown a, b, c ∈ Zq∗ , compute e(P, P )abc .
3.3

Certificateless designated verifier proxy signature scheme

A CLDVPS scheme is mainly composed of the following algorithms.
• Setup: This algorithm is performed by KGC. It takes the security parameter as input and outputs
a master key s and system parameters params.
• Partial-Private-Key-Extract: This algorithm is performed by KGC. It takes the params, s, and user’s
identity IDs as inputs and outputs the user’s partial private key DID .
• Set-Secret-Value: This algorithm is performed by the user. It takes the params and the security
parameter as inputs and outputs the user’s secret value xID .
• Set-Private-Key: This algorithm is performed by the user. It takes the params, xID and DID as
inputs and outputs the user’s private key SKID .
• Set-Public-Key: This algorithm is performed by the user. It takes the params and xID as inputs and
outputs the user’s public key PKID .
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• Generate-Delegation: This algorithm is performed by the original signer (OS). It takes the params,
warrant w, xOS , identity of OS IDOS , identity of proxy signer (PS) IDPS , PKOS , and PKPS as inputs and
outputs the delegation from OS to PS.
• Verify-Delegation: This algorithm is performed by the PS. It takes the params, xPS , w, delegation,
IDOS , IDPS , PKOS , and PKPS as inputs and outputs private key for proxy signature, skp.
• Sign: This algorithm is performed by the PS. It takes the params, w, skp, IDOS , IDPS , PKOS , PKPS ,
DPS , public key of designated verifier (DV) PKDV , and message m as inputs and outputs the signature
U.
• Verify: This algorithm is performed by the DV. It takes the params, w, public key for proxy signature
PKp, xDV , IDOS , IDPS , PKOS , PKPS , U , and message m as inputs and outputs the result of verifying.
It outputs True if the signature is correct, or False otherwise.
3.4

Security model of certificateless designated verifier proxy signature scheme

There are two kinds of adversaries in the certificateless signature scheme according to [29]. They are
Type I adversary AI and Type II adversary AII . An adversary AI simulates the attacks where AI can
replace the user’s public key PKID but is not given the user’s partial private key DID . An adversary AII
simulates the attacks where AII can have the master key s but cannot replace the target user’s public
key. The security of CLDVPS scheme is formally defined through the following games played between a
challenger C and an adversary A ∈ {AI , AII }.
• Setup: C runs this algorithm and takes a security parameter as input to obtain a master key s and
system parameter params. C sends params to the adversary A who can access to the following oracles.
If A is AII , C also sends the master key s to A.
• Create-User-Oracle: This oracle takes a user’s identity ID as input. If this ID has existed in the
User-list, it does nothing. Otherwise, it generates the DID , xID , and PKID and adds (ID, xID , DID , PKID )
to the User-list.
• Partial-Private-Key-Oracle: This oracle takes a user’s identity ID as input and searches the User-list.
It returns corresponding partial private key DID . Note that AII does not need to access this oracle
because it has the master key s.
• Secret-Value-Oracle: This oracle takes a user’s identity ID as input and searches the User-list. It
returns corresponding secret value xID .
• Public-Key-Oracle: This oracle takes a user’s identity ID as input and searches the User-list. It
returns corresponding public key PKID .
• Public-Key-Replacement-Oracle: This oracle takes a user’s identity ID and a new public key PK′ID as
inputs. It replaces the public key PKID with the new one PK′ID and updates corresponding information
in the User-list.
• Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle: This oracle takes IDOS , IDPS , PKOS , and PKPS as inputs and
searches the proxy private key list ProPriK-list. It returns corresponding private key for proxy signature
skpID .
• Proxy-Public-Key-Generation-Oracle: This oracle takes IDOS , IDPS , PKOS , and PKPS as inputs and
searches the proxy public key list ProPubK-list. It returns corresponding public key for proxy signature
PKpID .
• Sign-Oracle: This oracle takes IDOS , IDPS , PKOS , PKPS , a warrant w, and a message m as inputs.
It computes the signature, adds this signature to the Sign-list, and returns this signature.
• Verify-Oracle: This oracle takes IDOS , IDPS , PKOS , PKPS , a warrant w, a message m, and a
signature U as inputs and returns the verification result. It outputs True if the signature is valid, or
False otherwise.
Finally, A outputs a tuple (m∗ , w∗ , ID∗PS , U ∗ ) as its forgery.
We say A wins this game if the forgery satisfies the following requirements.
(1) For the adversary AI :
• AI has never submitted (ID∗OS , ID∗PS , m∗ , w∗ ) to the Sign-Oracle and (ID∗OS , ID∗PS , m∗ , w∗ , U ∗ ) to the
Verify-Oracle;
• AI has never submitted ID∗OS or ID∗PS to Partial-Private-Key-Oracle and Secret-Value-Oracle;
• AI has never submitted (ID∗OS , ID∗PS ) with a warrant w∗ to Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle,
i.e., ID∗PS was not designated by ID∗OS as a proxy signer;
• The signature U ∗ of m∗ is valid.
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(2) For the adversary AII :
• AII has never submitted (ID∗OS , ID∗PS , m∗ , w∗ ) to the Sign-Oracle and (ID∗OS , ID∗PS , m∗ , w∗ , U ∗ ) to
the Verify-Oracle;
• AII has never submitted ID∗OS or ID∗PS to Secret-Value-Oracle and Public-Key-Replacement-Oracle;
• AII has never submitted (ID∗OS , ID∗PS ) with a warrant w∗ to Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle,
i.e., ID∗PS was not designated by ID∗OS as a proxy signer;
• The signature U ∗ of m∗ is valid.
The success probability of AI to win the game is denoted by SuccEUF-CMA
. Similarly, the success
AI
probability of AII to win the game is denoted by SuccEUF-CMA
.
AII
Definition 2. A CLDVPS scheme is EUF-CMA (or EUF-CMA secure) if the success probabilities of any
polynomially bounded adversaries AI and AII in the above game is negligible, namely SuccEUF-CMA
6ε
AI
and SuccEUF-CMA
6
ε,
where
ε
is
negligible.
AII

4

CLDVPS scheme for UAV networks

We describe our certificateless designated verifier proxy signature scheme for UAV networks in this section.
A command center acts as original signer and sets security parameters. It delegates an entity, such as
ground control station, to sign on behalf of the command center, that is, the ground control station is
proxy signer. The UAV acts as designated verifier. For the convenience of presentation, we use A, B,
and C to represent the original signer, proxy signer, and designated verifier, respectively. Our scheme
consists of the following phases.
Setup: Given a security parameter l, it generates two groups G1 and G2 which have the same prime
order q and a bilinear pairing e : G1 × G1 → G2 . P is a generator of group G1 . It selects three hash
functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 , H2 : G1 × G1 × {0, 1}∗ → Zq∗ , and H3 : {0, 1}∗ × G1 × G1 → Zq∗ . It selects
a random secret s ∈ Zq∗ as the master key and computes the system public key P0 = sP . It lists the
system parameters params = (G1 , G2 , e, q, P, P0 , H1 , H2 , H3 ).
Partial-Private-Key-Extract: According to the identity IDi ∈ {0, 1}∗(i ∈ A, B, C), KGC computes
Qi = H1 (IDi ) and Di = sQi . It sends IDi , Di to the users through a secure channel.
Set-Secret-Value: It takes params and user’s identity IDi as inputs and selects a random secret
xi ∈ Zq∗ as user’s secret value.
Set-Private-Key: It takes params, IDi and secret value xi as inputs and outputs the tuple (Di , xi )
as user’s private key.
Set-Public-Key: It takes params and secret value xi as inputs and outputs the user’s public key
Pi = xi P .
Generate-Delegation: The original signer A generates a random number r ∈ Zq∗ and computes
R = rP , d = (xA + r)H2 (IDA , IDB , PA , PB , w). It sends {w, d, R} to the proxy signer B.
Verify-Delegation: The proxy signer B verifies the delegation received from A by checking whether
the equality dP = (PA + R)H2 (IDA , IDB , PA , PB , w) holds or not. If it does not hold, B will require
delegation again. Otherwise, it will believe the delegation is valid and compute a proxy signing key as
skp = d + xB H2 (IDA , IDB , PA , PB , w).
Sign: The proxy signer B computes
U = e(DB , PC )e(skpH3 (m, w, IDA , IDB , PA , PB )QB , P + PC ),
which is the CLDVPS. It sends {m, w, R, U } to the designated verifier C.
Verify: Firstly, the designated verifier C computes PKp = (PA + PB + R)H2 (IDA , IDB , PA , PB , w)
which meets the requirement PKp = skpP . Afterwards, it computes
V = e(QB , xC P0 + H3 (m, w, IDA , IDB , PA , PB )(PKp + xC PKp)).
If U = V , it will believe the signature is valid. Otherwise, it will consider the signature is invalid.
Transcript-Simulate: The designated verifier C can produce the signature V ′ intended for itself by
computing
V ′ = e(QB , xC P0 + H3 (m, w, IDA , IDB , PA , PB )(PKp + xC PKp)).
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Analysis of our CLDVPS scheme
Correctness

In this subsection, we provide the correctness proof of our CLDVPS scheme. Firstly, we prove the
equation PKp = skpP .
PKp = (PA + PB + R)H2 (IDA , IDB , PA , PB , w)
= (xA P + xB P + rP )H2 (IDA , IDB , PA , PB , w)
= (xA + r)H2 (IDA , IDB , PA , PB , w)P + xB H2 (IDA , IDB , PA , PB , w)P
= dP + xB H2 (IDA , IDB , PA , PB , w)P = skpP.
Secondly, we prove the equation U = V .
U = e(DB , PC )e(skpH3 (m, w, IDA , IDB , PA , PB )QB , P + PC )
= e(sQB , xC P )e(QB , skpH3 (m, w, IDA , IDB , PA , PB )(P + PC ))
= e(QB , xC P0 )e(QB , H3 (m, w, IDA , IDB , PA , PB )(PKp + xC PKp))
= e(QB , xC P0 + H3 (m, w, IDA , IDB , PA , PB )(PKp + xC PKp)) = V.
Therefore, we have proved the correctness of our CLDVPS scheme.
5.2

Security analysis

Theorem 1. Our CLDVPS scheme is a designated verifier signature scheme.
Proof. We note that the CLDVPS verifying algorithm needs xC which is a private key of designated verifier C. The designated verifier can compute a valid CLDVPS signature by computing V ′ = e(QB , xC P0 +
H3 (m, w, IDA , IDB , PA , PB )(PKp + xC PKp)) which is indistinguishable from the one computed by proxy
signer B. If the designated verifier does not compute CLDVPS and the signature is verified by the verifying algorithm, it will believe that the signature is valid. No third party other than the designated verifier
can determine the signature is valid or invalid. Therefore, this signature scheme is a designated verifier
signature scheme.
Theorem 2. It is supposed that AI is a Type I adaptive chosen message adversary against our CLDVPS
with success probability ε in time t. It makes qH1 queries to the H1 -Oracle, qH2 queries to the H2 -Oracle,
qH3 queries to the H3 -Oracle, qCU queries to the Create-User-Oracle, qPPK queries to the Partial-PrivateKey-Oracle, qSV queries to the Secret-Value-Oracle, qPK queries to the Public-Key-Oracle, qPKR queries
to the Public-Key-Replacement-Oracle, qPPri queries to the Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle, qPPub
queries to the Proxy-Public-Key-Generation-Oracle, qS queries to the Sign-Oracle, and qV queries to the
Verify-Oracle within the polynomial time t. There is an algorithm B which uses AI to solve an instance
of CBDH problem with the advantage
′

ε >

1
qH1



qPPK +qSV +qPPri 
qPPK +qSV +qPPri +qS +qV
1
1−
ε
qH1
qH1
2

within the time
Exp
M
t + (qH1 + 2qCU + qPPub + 2qS + 3qV + 2)tM
G1 + (2qS + qV + 1)tP + qS tG2 + tG2 ,

where tM
G1 denotes the time of executing multiplication operation in G1 , tP denotes the time of executing
Exp
pairing operation, tM
G2 denotes the time of executing multiplication operation in G2 , tG2 denotes the
time of executing exponential operation in G2 .
Proof. It is given a random instance (P, P1 = aP, P2 = bP, P3 = cP ) of CBDH problem where the
variables a, b, and c are randomly chosen and a, b, c ∈ Zq∗ . We will construct an algorithm B which uses
AI to solve the CBDH problem, namely, to obtain the value of e(P, P )abc .
Setup: There are three parts in the proof, original signer AOS, proxy signer BPS and designated
verifier CDV. The algorithm B sets P0 = P1 = aP and PCDV = P3 = cP where (P1 , P3 ) is the instance
of CBDH problem.
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H1 -Oracle: In order to respond to the queries of AI , B maintains a list H1 -list which consists of
tuples (IDj , Qj , lj ). It randomly chooses f ∈ {1, 2, . . . , qH1 } and the f -th query corresponds to the target
identity ID∗ . The H1 -list is initially empty. When AI queries the H1 -Oracle with IDj , B will check the
H1 -list. If the IDj already appears in the H1 -list, B returns the corresponding Qj = lj P . If there is not
such an IDj in the H1 -list, B checks the value of j and simulates the oracle as follows.
(1) If j = f , B randomly chooses lj ∈ Zq∗ and sets Qj = lj bP . It adds (IDj , Qj , lj ) to H1 -list and
returns Qj as the response.
(2) If j 6= f , B randomly chooses lj ∈ Zq∗ and sets Qj = lj P . It adds (IDj , Qj , lj ) to H1 -list and returns
Qj as the response.
Create-User-Oracle: B maintains a list User-list which consists of tuples (IDj , xj , DIDj , PIDj ). At
any time, AI can require to create the user with IDj . If there is not such an IDj in the H1 -list, B will first
issue a query to H1 -Oracle to ensure that there is a tuple containing the IDj in the H1 -list. Afterwards,
if there is such an IDj in the User-list, B will do nothing. Otherwise, B searches the IDj in H1 -list.
(1) If j = f , B randomly chooses xj ∈ Zq∗ and adds (IDj , xj , ⊥, xj P ) to User-list.
(2) If j 6= f , B randomly chooses xj ∈ Zq∗ and adds (IDj , xj , lj P0 , xj P ) to User-list.
Partial-Private-Key-Oracle: At any time AI can query a partial private key of IDj . It is assumed
that the partial private key of IDj has been created. If it has not been created, AI will require to create
the user with IDj . When it receives a query for partial private key of IDj , B will search H1 -list for a
tuple (IDj , Qj , lj ).
(1) If j = f or i = f , B aborts.
(2) Otherwise, B searches the tuple (IDj , xj , DIDj , PIDj ) in the User-list and returns Dj as response.
Secret-Value-Oracle: At any time AI can query a secret value of IDj . It is assumed that the secret
value of IDj has been created. If it has not been created, AI will require to create the user with IDj .
When it receives a query for secret value of IDj , B will search H1 -list for a tuple (IDj , Qj , lj ).
(1) If j = f or i = f , B aborts.
(2) Otherwise, B searches the tuple (IDj , xj , DIDj , PIDj ) in the User-list and returns xj as response.
Public-Key-Oracle: When it receives a query for public key of IDj , B will search the tuple (IDj , xj ,
DIDj , PIDj ) in the User-list and return PIDj as the response.
Public-Key-Replacement-Oracle: AI can require to replace the public key of user IDj , PIDj , with
′
′
).
selected by AI . B will update the corresponding information in the User-list as (IDj , ⊥, DIDj , PID
PID
j
j
H2 -Oracle: B keeps a list H2 -list which consists of tuples (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , wj , h2j ). When AI issues a
query (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , wj ) to H2 -Oracle, B will check whether (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , wj ) exists in the H2 -list.
(1) If it does, B returns h2j to AI .
(2) If it does not, B randomly chooses h2j ∈ Zq∗ , adds (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , wj , h2j ) to the H2 -list and
returns h2j to AI .
Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle: B keeps a list PPri-list which consists of tuples (IDi , IDj ,
Pi , Pj , rj , skpj ). When AI issues a query (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ) to Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle, B
will search H1 -list.
(1) If i = f or j = f , B aborts.
(2) Otherwise, B checks whether (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ) exists in the PPri-list.
(i) If it does, B returns skpj to AI .
(ii) If it does not, B randomly chooses rj ∈ Zq∗ and computes skpj = (xi + rj + xj )h2j . It adds
(IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , rj , skpj ) to the PPri-list and returns skpj to AI .
Proxy-Public-Key-Generation-Oracle: B keeps a list PPub-list which consists of tuples (IDi , IDj ,
Pi , Pj , rj , PKpj ). When AI issues a query (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ) to Proxy-Public-Key-Generation-Oracle, B
will search H1 -list.
(1) If j = f , B randomly chooses rj ∈ Zq∗ and PKpj ∈ G1 . It adds (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , rj , PKpj ) to the
PPub-list.
(2) If j 6= f , B checks whether (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ) exists in the PPub-list.
(i) If it does, B returns corresponding PKpj to AI .
(ii) If there is not a tuple, B first makes a Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle query on (IDi , IDj , Pi ,
Pj ) and ensures that there is a tuple (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ) in the PPri-list. B obtains corresponding rj and
skpj in the PPri-list. Afterwards, it computes PKpj = skpj P and adds (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , rj , PKpj ) to the
PPub-list. It returns PKpj to AI .
H3 -Oracle: B keeps a list H3 -list which consists of tuples (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j ). AI issues a
query on tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ).
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(1) If there is such a tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ) in the H3 -list, B returns h3j .
(2) Otherwise, B randomly chooses h3j ∈ Zq∗ and adds (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j ) to the H3 -list. It
returns h3j as response.
Sign-Oracle: B keeps a list Sign-list which consists of tuples (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j , Uj ). AI
issues a query on tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j ).
(1) If j = f , it will abort.
(2) Otherwise, j 6= f .
(i) If there is a (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j , Uj ) in the Sign-list, it returns Uj in the Sign-list.
(ii) If there is not a (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j , Uj ) in the Sign-list, it sets Uj = e(lj P0 , P3 )e(skpj h3j lj P,
(P + P3 )) and adds (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j , Uj ) to the Sign-list. It returns Uj as response.
Verify-Oracle: When AI issues query on tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , Uj ), B will determine whether
the Uj is a valid signature. B searches the Sign-list.
(1) If j = f , B will abort.
(2) If j 6= f and there is such a tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , Uj ) in the Sign-list, B considers it is a
valid signature and outputs True.
(3) If j 6= f and there is not such a tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , Uj ), B determines whether Uj =
e(lj P, xk P0 + h3j ((1 + xk )skpj P )).
(i) If it holds, B considers it is a valid signature and outputs True.
(ii) If it does not hold, B considers it is not a valid signature and outputs False.
Output: After all queries, AI outputs a forgery (m∗ , w∗ , ID∗ , U ∗ ). B computes
(U ∗ /e(lf bP, h3f skpf (P + PCDV )))(1/lf ) = e(lf bP0 , P3 )(1/lf ) = e(abP, cP ) = e(P, P )abc .
It completes the description of B. It is assumed that B solves the given instance of CBDH problem
with advantage at least ε′ . We analyze the events needed for B to succeed.
E1 : B does not abort as a result of any queries of Partial-Private-Key-Extract-Oracle, Secret-ValueOracle, Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle, Sign-Oracle, and Verify-Oracle.
E2 : AI generates a valid CLDVPS.
E3 : The forged signature fulfills j = f , namely, ID∗ = IDf .
B succeeds if all these events happen. It uses E11 to denote the event B does not abort as a result of
any queries of Partial-Private-Key-Extract-Oracle, which happens with probability Pr[E11 ] = ( qH1 (1 −
1

1

1
1
qPPK
= ( qH2 (1 − qH1 ))qPPK . It needs to note that i and j are not simultaneously
qH1 ) + qH1 (1 − qH1 ))
1
1
equal to f . Similarly, it uses E12 , E13 , E14 , and E15 to denote the events B does not abort as a result
of any queries of Secret-Value-Oracle, Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle, Sign-Oracle, and VerifyOracle, respectively. These events happen with probability Pr[E12 ] = ( qH2 (1 − qH1 ))qSV , Pr[E13 ] =
1

( qH2 (1 −
1

1
qH1

1 qS
1 qV
qH1 ) , and Pr[E15 ] = (1 − qH1 )
1
qPPK +qSV +qPPri
(1 − qH1 )qS +qV .
qH1 ))
1

))qPPri , Pr[E14 ] = (1 −

1

. Therefore, E1 happens with the

probability Pr[E1 ] = ( qH2 (1 −
1
The probability Pr[E1 E2 E3 ] is decomposed as:

Pr[E1 E2 E3 ] = Pr[E1 ] · Pr[E2 |E1 ] · Pr[E3 |E1 E2 ]


qPPK +qSV +qPPri 
qS +qV
2
1
1
1
=
1−
1−
ε
qH1
qH1
qH1
qH1

qPPK +qSV +qPPri 
qPPK +qSV +qPPri +qS +qV
1
2
1
=
1−
ε.
qH1 qH1
qH1
Moreover, the total running time of B is at most
Exp
M
t + (qH1 + 2qCU + qPPub + 2qS + 3qV + 2)tM
G1 + (2qS + qV + 1)tP + qS tG2 + tG2 .

Therefore, B solves the CBDH problem with the advantage

qPPK +qSV +qPPri 
qPPK +qSV +qPPri +qS +qV
1
2
1
ε′ >
1−
ε
qH1 qH1
qH1
within the time
Exp
M
t′ 6 t + (qH1 + 2qCU + qPPub + 2qS + 3qV + 2)tM
G1 + (2qS + qV + 1)tP + qS tG2 + tG2 .
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Theorem 3. It is supposed that AII is a Type II adaptive chosen message adversary against our
CLDVPS with success probability ε in time t. It makes qH1 queries to the H1 -Oracle, qH2 queries to
the H2 -Oracle, qH3 queries to the H3 -Oracle, qCU queries to the Create-User-Oracle, qPPK queries to the
Partial-Private-Key-Oracle, qSV queries to the Secret-Value-Oracle, qPK queries to the Public-Key-Oracle,
qPKR queries to the Public-Key-Replacement-Oracle, qPPri queries to the Proxy-Private-Key-GenerationOracle, qPPub queries to the Proxy-Public-Key-Generation-Oracle, qS queries to the Sign-Oracle, and qV
queries to the Verify-Oracle within the polynomial time t. There is an algorithm B which uses AII to
solve an instance of CBDH problem with the advantage

qSV +qPKR +qPPri 
qSV +qPKR +qPPri +qS +qV
1
2
1
′
ε >
1−
ε
qH1 qH1
qH1
within the time
Exp
M
t′ 6 t + (qH1 + 2qCU + qPPub + 2qS + 3qV + 2)tM
G1 + (2qS + qV + 2)tp + (qS + 1)tG2 + tG2 ,

where tM
G1 denotes the time of executing multiplication operation in G1 , tP denotes the time of executing
Exp
pairing operation, tM
G2 denotes the time of executing multiplication operation in G2 , tG2 denotes the
time of executing exponential operation in G2 .
Proof. It is given a random instance (P, P1 = aP, P2 = bP, P3 = cP ) of CBDH problem where the
variables a, b, and c are randomly chosen and a, b, c ∈ Zq∗ . We will construct an algorithm B which uses
AII to solve the CBDH problem, namely, to obtain the value of e(P, P )abc .
Setup: There are three parts in the proof, original signer AOS, proxy signer BPS and designated
verifier CDV. The algorithm B sets PCDV = P3 = cP where P3 is the instance of CBDH problem.
H1 -Oracle: In order to respond to the queries of AII , B maintains a list H1 -list which consists of
tuples (IDj , Qj , lj ). It randomly chooses f ∈ {1, 2, . . . , qH1 } and the f -th query corresponds to the target
identity ID∗ . This list is initially empty. When AII queries the H1 -Oracle with IDj , B will check the
H1 -list. If the IDj already appears in the H1 -list, B will return the corresponding Qj . If there is not such
an IDj in the H1 -list, B will simulate the oracle as follows.
(1) If j = f , B randomly chooses lj ∈ Zq∗ and sets Qj = lj bP . It adds (IDj , Qj , lj ) to H1 -list and
returns Qj as response.
(2) If j 6= f , B randomly chooses lj ∈ Zq∗ and sets Qj = lj P . It adds (IDj , Qj , lj ) to H1 -list and returns
Qj as response.
Create-User-Oracle: B maintains a list User-list which consists of tuples (IDj , xj , DIDj , PIDj ). At
any time, AII can require to create the user with IDj . If there is not such an IDj in the H1 -list, B first
issues a query to H1 -Oracle to ensure that there is a tuple in the H1 -list containing the IDj .
(1) If there is such an IDj in the User-list, B does nothing.
(2) Otherwise, B randomly chooses xj ∈ Zq∗ and adds (IDj , xj , sQj , xj P ) to User-list.
Secret-Value-Oracle: At any time AII can query a secret value of IDj . It is assumed that the secret
value of IDj has been created. If it has not been created, AII will require to create the user with IDj .
When it receives a query for secret value of IDj , B will search H1 -list for a tuple (IDj , Qj , lj ).
(1) If j = f or i = f , B aborts.
(2) Otherwise, B searches the tuple (IDj , xj , DIDj , PIDj ) in the User-list and returns xj as the response.
Public-Key-Oracle: When it receives a query for public key of IDj , B searches the tuple (IDj , xj ,
DIDj , PIDj ) in the User-list and returns PIDj as the response.
Public-Key-Replacement-Oracle: AII can require to replace the public key of user IDj , PIDj ,
′
with PID
selected by AII .
j
(1) If j = f or i = f , B aborts.
′
).
(2) Otherwise, B will update the corresponding information in the User-list as (IDj , ⊥, DIDj , PID
j
H2 -Oracle: B keeps a list H2 -list which consists of tuples (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , wj , h2j ). When AII issues
a query (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , wj ) to H2 -Oracle, B checks whether (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , wj ) exists in the H2 -list.
(1) If it does, B returns h2j to AII .
(2) Otherwise, B randomly chooses h2j ∈ Zq∗ , adds (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , wj , h2j ) to the H2 -list, and returns
h2j to AII .
Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle: B keeps a list PPri-list which consists of tuples (IDi , IDj ,
Pi , Pj , rj , skpj ). When AII issues a query (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ) to Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle, B
searches H1 -list.
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(1) If i = f or j = f , B aborts.
(2) Otherwise, B checks whether (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ) exists in the PPri-list.
(i) If it does, B return skpj to AII .
(ii) Otherwise, B randomly chooses rj ∈ Zq∗ and computes skpj = (xi + rj + xj )h2j . It adds
(IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , rj , skpj ) to the PPri-list and returns skpj to AII .
Proxy-Public-Key-Generation-Oracle: B keeps a list PPub-list which consists of tuples (IDi , IDj ,
Pi , Pj , rj , PKpj ). When AII issues a query (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ) to Proxy-Public-Key-Generation-Oracle, B
searches H1 -list.
(1) If j = f , B sets PKpj = aP and randomly chooses rj ∈ Zq∗ . It adds (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , rj , PKpj ) to
the PPub-list.
(2) If j 6= f , B checks whether (IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ) exists in the PPub-list.
(i) If it does, B returns corresponding PKpj to AII .
(ii) If there is not the tuple, B first makes a Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle query on (IDi , IDj ,
Pi , Pj ) and obtains corresponding rj and skpj . Afterwards, it computes PKpj = skpj P and adds (IDi ,
IDj , Pi , Pj , rj , PKpj ) to the PPub-list. It returns PKpj to AII .
H3 -Oracle: B keeps a list H3 -list which consists of tuples (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j ). AII issues a
query on tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ).
(1) If there is such a tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj ) in the H3 -list, B returns h3j .
(2) Otherwise, B randomly chooses h3j ∈ Zq∗ and adds (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j ) to the H3 -list. It
returns h3j as response.
Sign-Oracle: B keeps a list Sign-list which consists of tuples (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j , Uj ). AII
issues a query on tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j ).
(1) If j = f , it aborts.
(2) Otherwise, j 6= f .
(i) If there is a (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j , Uj ) in the Sign-list, it returns Uj as response.
(ii) If there is not a (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j , Uj ) in the Sign-list, it sets Uj = e(lj sP, P3 )e(skpj h3j lj P,
P + P3 ) and adds (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , h3j , Uj ) to the Sign-list. It returns Uj as response.
Verify-Oracle: When AII issues queries on tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , Uj ), B will determine
whether the Uj is a valid signature. B searches the Sign-list.
(1) If j = f , B aborts.
(2) If j 6= f and there is such a tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , Uj ) in the Sign-list, B considers it is a
valid signature and outputs True.
(3) If j 6= f and there is not such a tuple (mj , wj , IDi , IDj , Pi , Pj , Uj ) in the Sign-list, B determines
whether Uj = e(lj P, xk sP + h3j ((1 + xk )skpj P )).
(i) If it holds, B considers it is a valid signature and outputs True.
(ii) If it does not hold, B considers it is not a valid signature and outputs False.
Output: After all queries, AII will output a forgery (m∗ , w∗ , ID∗ , U ∗ ). B computes
(U ∗ /e(lf sbP, P3 )e(skpf h3f Qf , P ))(1/h3f lf ) = e(skpf h3f Qf , PCDV )(1/h3f lf )
= e(h3f lf bPKpf , cP )(1/h3f lf )
= e(abP, cP ) = e(P, P )abc .
It completes the description of B. It is assumed that B solves the given instance of CBDH problem
with advantage at least ε′ . First, we analyze the events needed for B to succeed.
E1 : B does not abort as a result of any queries of Secret-Value-Oracle, Public-Key-Replacement-Oracle,
Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle, Sign-Oracle, and Verify-Oracle.
E2 : AII generates a valid CLDVPS.
E3 : The forged signature fulfills j = f , namely, ID∗ = IDf .
B succeeds if all these events happen. It uses E11 to denote the event B does not abort as a result of
any queries of Secret-Value-Oracle, which happens with probability Pr[E11 ] = ( qH1 (1 − qH1 ) + qH1 (1 −
1

1

1

1
qH1

))qSV = ( qH2 (1− qH1 ))qSV . It needs to note that i and j are not simultaneously equal to f . Similarly, it
1
1
uses E12 , E13 , E14 , and E15 to denote the events B does not abort as a result of any queries of Public-KeyReplacement-Oracle, Proxy-Private-Key-Generation-Oracle, Sign-Oracle, and Verify-Oracle, respectively.
These events happen with probability Pr[E12 ] = ( qH2 (1 − qH1 ))qPKR , Pr[E13 ] = ( qH2 (1 − qH1 ))qPPri ,
1

1

1

1
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. Therefore, E1 happens with probability Pr[E1 ] =

( qH (1 −
1
The probability Pr[E1 E2 E3 ] is decomposed as

Pr[E1 E2 E3 ] = Pr[E1 ] · Pr[E2 |E1 ] · Pr[E3 |E1 E2 ]


qSV +qPKR +qPPri 
qS +qV
2
1
1
1
=
1−
1−
ε
qH1
qH1
qH1
qH1

qSV +qPKR +qPPri 
qSV +qPKR +qPPri +qS +qV
2
1
1
1−
ε.
=
qH1 qH1
qH1
Moreover, the total running time of B is at most
Exp
M
t + (qH1 + 2qCU + qPPub + 2qS + 3qV + 2)tM
G1 + (2qS + qV + 2)tp + (qS + 1)tG2 + tG2 .

Therefore, B solves the CBDH problem with the advantage

qSV +qPKR +qPPri 
qSV +qPKR +qPPri +qS +qV
1
2
1
′
ε >
1−
ε
qH1 qH1
qH1
within the time
Exp
M
t′ 6 t + (qH1 + 2qCU + qPPub + 2qS + 3qV + 2)tM
G1 + (2qS + qV + 2)tp + (qS + 1)tG2 + tG2 .

5.3

Efficiency analysis

We compare the efficiency of our CLDVPS scheme with other related signature schemes on the computation costs and communication costs in this subsection. For the computation costs, we implement our
CLDVPS scheme and other related signature schemes to obtain the computing time in different phases.
For the communication costs, we theoretically analyze the signature length of different signature schemes.
We use a PC with Intel i5-4590 CPU and 4GB RAM and the Java pairing-based cryptography (jPBC)
library [30] to implement our CLDVPS scheme and other related signature schemes. It selects the type
A elliptic curve in the jPBC and implements various operations over such elliptic curve. We divide these
signature schemes into four phases, delegation generation phase, delegation verification phase, signing
phase, and verifying phase. We have obtained the computing time of our CLDVPS scheme, CLPSCYC [15], CLPS-ZL [16], CLPS-ZhL [17], CLPS-SSH [18], and CLDVPS-DHZ [25] in the four phases.
We have also obtained the computing time of CLDVS-HXY [23], CLDVS-CH [24], CLDVS-DHZ [25],
CLDVS-XZB [26], and CLDVS-LHY [28] in the signing phase and verifying phase because there are not
delegation generation phase and delegation verification phase in these CLDVS schemes. We divide these
signature schemes into three groups and compare our CLDVPS with other signature schemes in different
groups.
• CLPS schemes. They include CLPS-CYC, CLPS-ZL, CLPS-ZhL, and CLPS-SSH.
• CLDVS schemes. They include CLDVS-HXY, CLDVS-CH, CLDVS-DHZ, CLDVS-XZB, and CLDVSLHY.
• CLDVPS scheme. It includes CLDVPS-DHZ.
(1) The computing time compared with other CLPS schemes.
• Delegation generation time. In the delegation generation phase, an original signer generates a delegation. The computing time in this phase is illustrated as Figure 2. From Figure 2 we find that the
delegation generation time of our CLDVPS scheme is longer than CLPS-ZhL and shorter than other
CLPS schemes.
• Delegation verification time. In the delegation verification phase, a proxy signer verifies the delegation
and computes a private key for proxy signature if it is necessary. The computing time in this phase is
illustrated as Figure 3. From Figure 3 we find that the delegation verification time of our CLDVPS
scheme is shortest compared with other CLPS schemes.
• Signing time. In the signing phase, a proxy signer computes a signature. The computing time in this
phase is illustrated as Figure 4. From Figure 4 we find that the signing time of our CLDVPS scheme is
longer than CLPS-CYC and shorter than other CLPS schemes.
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Figure 2 (Color online) Delegation generation time (ms)
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• Verifying time. In the verifying phase, a verifier verifies the signature received from the proxy signer.
The computing time in this phase is illustrated as Figure 5. From Figure 5 we find that the verifying
time of our CLDVPS scheme is longer than CLPS-ZhL and shorter than other CLPS schemes.
(2) The computing time compared with other CLDVS schemes.
• Signing time. The computing time in this phase is illustrated as Figure 6. From Figure 6 we find
that the signing time of our CLDVPS scheme is shortest compared with other CLDVS schemes.
• Verifying time. The computing time in this phase is illustrated as Figure 7. From Figure 7 we find
that the verifying time of our CLDVPS scheme is longer than CLDVS-CH and shorter than other CLDVS
schemes.
(3) The computing time compared with other CLDVPS scheme. We compare our CLDVPS
with CLDVPS-DHZ, which is illustrated as Figure 8. From Figure 8, we find that our CLDVPS has
shorter computing time than CLDVPS-DHZ.
By comparing the computing time of different phases, our CLDVPS scheme has shorter computing
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Table 1

Length of different CLPS schemes

Our CLDVPS

CLPS-CYC

CLPS-ZL

CLPS-ZhL

CLPS-SSH

|G1 | + |G2 |

|G1 |

3|G1 |

|G1 | + 2|Zq∗ |

3|G1 |

Length

Table 2

Length

Verifying time (ms)

CLDVPS-DHZ

Length of different CLDVS schemes

Our CLDVPS

CLDVS-HXY

CLDVS-CH

CLDVS-DHZ

CLDVS-XZB

CLDVS-LHY

CLDVPS-DHZ

|G1 | + |G2 |

|Zq∗ |

|Zq∗ |

|G1 | + 2|Zq∗ |

2|G1 |

|G1 | + 2|Zq∗ |

3|G1 | + 2|Zq∗ |

time than most of other signature schemes. Therefore, our CLDVPS scheme is more efficient on the
computation costs than most of other related signature schemes.
Next, we theoretically analyze the communication costs, namely, the signature length, of different
signature schemes in the Tables 1 and 2. Due to the limited communication bandwidth of UAVs, a short
digital signature facilitates the transmission and reception of signature. The result indicates that our
CLDVPS scheme is also efficient on the the communication costs.

6

Conclusion

A UAV network has some characteristics, such as high mobility, dynamic topology, intermittent link,
power constraints, and changing link quality. The digital signature scheme in a UAV network should
solve the problems of digital certificate management and key escrow, guarantee the real-time performance
of UAV executing commands, and ensure only the designated verifier can verify the signature. Therefore,
we proposed a certificateless designated verifier proxy signature scheme for UAV networks to meet these
requirements. We proved our CLDVPS scheme is existentially unforgeable under an adaptive chosen
message attack in the random oracle model and compared the efficiency of our CLDVPS scheme with
other signature schemes through computation costs and communication costs. We implemented these
signature schemes in jPBC and obtained the computing time in different phases, which is computation
cost. We theoretically analyzed the length of signature which is communication cost. The analysis
results indicate that our CLDVPS scheme is more efficient than most of other related signature schemes
on computation costs and also efficient on communication costs.
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